Construction Design and Management
Regulations 2015:
Tower Training and Consultancy was established to offer excellent service based on real world
experience and a passion for doing health and safety better.
We are safety professionals who have worked on significant construction projects of strategic
importance and understand the need for practical solutions.
Who is this for?
The programme indicated is intended for those carrying out significant works in the client role. Similar programmes
can be offered for other CDM roles on request. It is intended to give staff the competence to operate effectively in a
CDM role as part of a safety management system.
Shorter courses and assessment processes are available for those in non-practitioner roles or where project are of
low complexity.

Duration
The indicated course is 2 days plus assessment.
Awareness courses are one day, with or without
assessment.
Facilities and numbers.
Normally at clients premises (but arrangements can
be made if required). We recommend between 5
and 12 candidates.
Materials
Candidates will be supplied with a full set of course
slides and a copy of L153 Managing health and safe-

Redcroft House
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CF645SL
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Construction Design and Management Regulations 2015:

General Area

Outline

General Duties

An explanation of general responsibilities set out in Sections 2 and 3 of the Health and Safety at
Work Act 74. Consider the meaning of the term “undertaking” and how duties and liabilities are
shared between clients and contractors.
Consider how anticipated distribution of liability can be affected by the intervention of clients
exerting inappropriate control over works, with appropriate case law.

CDM

Penalties.
Develop the ideas under general duties section, to show how CDM applies those principals to the
specific situation of construction.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Your
systems
(optional)
Audit and
Inspection

Assessment

Definition of construction.
Notifiable v non notifiable schemes
Duty Holders
Clients (inc preconstruction information)
Designers/Principal Designers (Inc Principals of Prevention)
Contractors and Principal Contractors (Inc Construction phase plan)

This section may be separate, or integrated into each CDM section as each duty holder role is dealt
with if you already have a developed CDM process.
Using a practical exercise, candidates will develop a draft audit/inspection sheet and programme.
This brings together themes within the course, for example around managing the contract taking on
contractor liabilities; a consideration of the impact different inspection/audit styles may have on
relationships and intended outcomes.
THREE part assessment.
1.

A multi-answer examination paper to ensure candidates have a sound knowledge of the principals and legal requirements of CDM.

TOWER will mark and in the event of a marginal fail, we suggest candidates may retake the same
paper within two weeks. A repeat failure would necessitate resitting the whole course.
2.

A project-based audit/Inspection. TOWER will mark the report and candidates failing the assessment may carry out a further audit within 4 weeks. Repeat failure would require resitting the whole course.

3.

Authorisation by the relevant person within the client organisation. it provides an assessment of experience, personal qualities and ability which can not be adequately assessed by
qualification alone. It also means that in the event of performance concerns or a change of
CDM role, or projects of significantly greater complexity, the company can retain control over
staff authorised to represent it.
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